Bioluminescent bacterial biosensors for the assessment of metal toxicity and bioavailability in soils.
A major factor governing the toxicity of heavy metals in soils is their bioavailability. Traditionally, sequential extraction procedures using different extractants followed by chemical analysis have been used for determining the biologically available fraction of metals in soils. Yet, the transfer of results obtained on non-biological systems to biological ones is certainly questionable. Therefore, bioluminescence-based bacterial biosensors have been developed using genetically engineered microorganisms, constructed by fusing transcriptionally active components of metal resistance mechanisms to lux genes from naturally bioluminescent bacteria like Vibrio fischeri for the assessment of metal toxicity and bioavailability in polluted soils. As compared to chemical methods, bacterial biosensors present certain advantages, such as selectivity, sensitivity, simplicity, and low cost. Despite certain inherent limitations, bacterial bioluminescent systems have proven their usefulness in soils under laboratory and field conditions. Finally, green fluorescent protein-based bacterial biosensors are also applicable for determining with high sensitivity the bioavailability of heavy metals in soil samples.